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WELCOME MEMBERS
We are pleased to welcome the following new and renewing members to our group.
Name
Ward Ahders
Jean Christoph Alias
Robert Anderson
Joel Arbuckle
Joel Arem
Paul Batterton
Adam Bigelow
Alica Bischoff
Steve Blanchard
Matthew Borsa
Jim Boulay
Rick Brooker
Mary Jane Brown
Robert Bruce
Peter Bruna
James Butcher
Paulo Capone
Cory Carmean
Joseph Carroll
James Clark
James Cockrell
Steve Cook
Curtis Cox
Thomas Crisp
Linda Cunningham
Newell Daniel
Jason Delk
Maryanne DellaSalla
Ty-Neesha Dennis
Patrick Donohue
Eric Doyle
Bernie Emery
Deborah Ensor
Lucas Evans
Jeff Fisher
Leslie Flynn
Dan Frank
Dale Frank
Lisa Glaser
Timur Gordeev
Kevin Grizard
Franz Haas
Li Tzung Han
Steve Hansen
Shane Hark
Bernardo Hayward
Sidney Heath
Mark Heathman
Harold Helton

State
FL
Loriet
PA
AZ
MD
TX
WA
AL
VA
MI
AZ
WA
WA
CA
MO
TN
FL
OH
AZ
AZ
TX
FL
NY
NC
IA
SC
GA
PA
CA
WA
AZ
MD
QLD
CO
OH
NV
WA
CA
IA
Tambov
CA
CH
Taipei
DE
OR
CA
GA
FL
AZ

Country
US
FR
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
`AU
US
US
US
US
US
US
RU
US
SW
TW
US
US
US
US
US
US
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Name
Roger Hill
Gina Hlidek
Chris Hoag
William Holliday
Henry Isern
Randy Jacobson
Kevin Kane
Edwin Katz
Chester Kiernicki
Arthur Knapp
Jim Kosbiel
Matthew Krebs
Whitey Landry
Jamey Lathrop
Kristina Leach
William Leavitt
John Lee
Rana Levy
Laura Lindberg
Eric Lizotte
Elayne Luer
David Maddison
Ronald Maitland
Ali Mawji
Charles McCoy
Dennis McGillivray
James McHenry
Duncan Miller
Ward Monterosso
Raakesh Nambidiveetil
James Peachey
Alexander Poh
Wendy Purdie
Ryan Quantz
Mary Rafferty
Thomas Reeves
Bruno Ronsmans
Dale Ruperd
Greg Russell
Steve Schultz
Tyler Severin
Doug Shorter
David Smith
Harrison Spain
Beth Stier
Scott Sucher
Scott Sutterfield
Jeff Theesfeld
Michael Thompson

State
OH
MN
WI
TX
FL
CA
BC
FL
IL
NJ
OR
TX
MT
NM
BC
NH
TX
WA
AZ
FL
CA
UK
OH
London
TX
Aberdeenshire
NM
WC
MI
Salmiya
FL
NY
Newton
NC
CA
CA
Drogenbos
ID
VA
ID
CA
OH
AZ
CA
MI
NM
FL
WA
AZ

Country
US
US
US
US
US
US
CA
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
CA
US
US
US
US
US
US
GB
US
GB
US
UK
US
US
US
Kuwait
US
US
AU
US
US
US
BE
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
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Name
Darren Thompson
Steven Todd
Casey Trump
Kowei Tsai
Robert Webb
Robert Weldon
Mark West
Reg Williams
AiLien Wu
Curtis Yackimec
Joan Zimmerman
Aleksandar Zunic

State
KS
CA
CO
Taoyuan
CA
CA
GA
MI
New Taipei City
AB
WA
Serbia

VOLUME 32, NUMBER 1, March 2022

Country
US
US
US
TW
US
US
US
US
TW
CA
US
RS

Member Dues, Application & Renewal
Please help us grow by encouraging your fellow faceters to join the USFG. Membership dues are an incredibly reasonable $18 per
year (USD) and can be paid via PayPal or a check made out to the USFG Treasurer. Go to https://usfacetersguild.org and follow the
instructions for new or renewing members.
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President’s Message:
Dan Lynch
March! Spring is almost here, and it will be time soon to get
out digging in the dirt to see what shiny things can be found to
facet!

This March marks a special one for me, my 60th birthday, and
I’m in process of what my wife Kim has been calling Dan’s
Birthday Palooza! Well I wanted to do something crazy and fun
so we started the year by joining our oldest and her husband
and 8 year old son on a Disney Cruise (our first cruise),
followed by flying to Vegas to play Bass guitar (no I don’t play) on stage with Gene Simmons of KISS
with surprise guest Eric Singer playing drums, then drove from Vegas to Tucson with USFG VP Kell
Hymer for rough buying, gem shows and our USFG seminars. Crazy three trips.
Before I left, I commented if I make it through three back-to-back trips without getting covid it would
be a miracle – neither my wife nor I had it yet. And I was right – along with a number of others I
know, I came home from a week in Tucson with covid and promptly passed it along to my wife.
Luckily, we were vaccinated and boosted and ended up with a few sucky days each and then mild
lingering symptoms for about a week. Thankful that’s all it was and that it came after I got home!
Cutting has been a bit slow for me to start the year, but I’m getting rolling. Traveling always knocks
me out of my routine so takes a bit to get back in it. I’ve cut somewhere in the 30-40 stones so far in
2022 with several tanzanites being the latest which I picked up in Tucson. Here’s a few of my 2022
gems. First is a bi-color Oregon Sunstone, followed by a golden Scapolite and then a 9.10 ct Tanzanite
from Tucson which has already found its new home.

(Continued on page 6)
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Tucson was a great week – catching up, finding new
rough to buy, some tools and supplies to load up on
and then some great seminars from the USFG.
More later in this newsletter for that. One of the
best parts of Tucson is catching up with friends. In
this photo having dinner with Kell, Peter Torraca
and his daughter Nicole who was getting a half funhalf business teaching tour of the city and shows.

The USFG held our annual meeting this quarter
setting our 2022 budget including events, a planned
website update and the annual competition. We
welcomed new webmaster Harrison Spain and new
board members Doug Augspurger and David Smith. Doug has been heading up our efforts in Franklin
NC and David will be a great addition to help expand the USFG reach during the Tucson shows each
year. We had a number of returning board members as well which were detailed in our report to
membership that went out in February. Happy to say the budget was approved by membership as
well as the officer additions and renewals.
We will soon be diving into the selection process for the 2022/2023 USFG Single Stone Competition –
you wouldn’t believe what goes on behind the scenes each year and the amount of work it takes
from committee members to choose and pre-cut the designs. If you have ideas, feel free to reach out
to me – I’m easy to reach at dlynchtngems@gmail.com.

We are working on a refresh to the website and in discussions to expand a number of educational
and informational offerings to provide more tools and value to our members. We have crossed 8,000
members on the Facebook page which continues to grow. Along with that growth of course comes
the normal issues and people who just want to take advantage of the membership. We hold strict to
no selling, and you wouldn’t believe what people try to post – thankfully we have some new systems
in place keeping most of the junk off the page and have a number of admins (welcome to Ryan
Quantz and Jason Delk) working behind the scenes and pretty much around the clock to approve new
members, participation and posting.
Planning is also underway for our summer event in Franklin NC which will take place the last
weekend of July. Doug is planning now and if you can attend and would like to present, reach out to
me and I’ll get you connected!
That’s it for now – hope to see many of you during the year in person and/or virtually. Keep cutting
and sharing what you’re learning!
--Dan
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Tucson 2022 USFG Faceting Symposium
By Dan Lynch
It was good to be back at the Old Pueblo
Clubhouse in Tucson this year for the annual
(except during pandemics) faceting symposium.
And this year’s event was one of the best with
some excellent presentations, demonstrations,
and discussions.

Thursday afternoon and evening brought an
online talk from Jon “Gearloose” Rolfe who is
always popular and entertaining (this
presentation is available on the USFG Facebook

Major thanks go out to Kell Hymer who took on
the task of pulling everything together for the
symposium and for all of you who taught, toured,
and presented and just came out to be a part of
the event. We started with Scott Sucher leading a
gem rough buying tour which as always was a hit
with those taking place. I ran into the group at
the 22nd street show and it seemed everyone was
having a great time and finding lots of good
things to purchase!

page) and then Nolan Sponsler who did a
Faceting classes were held at the Old Pueblo Club demonstration and talk on Fantasy Cutting.
during the symposium – thanks to Tom Mitchell
Everyone crowded around the machine as Nolan
for giving a couple of days to teach the students discussed tips and tricks on cutting and polishing.
both new and experienced. Each left with a
finished gem, some rough and supplies and a
copy of Tom’s book. If you’re in the Florida area,
Tom has a nice new studio he’s set up to be able
to teach locally so if you’re looking, hit him up!
Presentations kicked off Thursday with an online
presentation from Derek Katzenbach on cutting
custom styles and selling to jewelry stores and
custom jewelers. Derek’s presentation was
recorded and is available on the USFG page for
those who couldn’t make the event.
This presentation was followed by two popular
talks, the first by Darryl Alexander on Freehand
Fantasy Carving, then Justin Prim on Pioneering
the American Faceting Movement. Both of these
presentations were filmed, and we plan to make
these available soon.

Friday was another busy day with presentations
in the morning from Arya Akhavan on optimizing
designs in Gem Cut Studio followed by Roger Dery
& Bjorn Merisheki talking about the comparison
of East African to North American Faceting. In the
(Continued on page 8)
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afternoon David Smith talked on the history of
Ultra-Tec Faceting Machines and Lisa Elser gave
her popular talk on heat treating gems.

Saturday morning concluded the USFG
symposium with an excellent presentation from
Peter Torraca on oriented rough for color and
then a panel discussion with Dan Lynch and Kell
The evening was capped off with a packed hour
presentation from Farooq and friends focused on Hymer on faceting tricks, tips and USFG activities.
unveiling the myths and realities of ethical
David Smith from Faceters Paradise in Tucson and
sourcing from mine to market. One of our largest newly elected USFG board member set up shop
crowds hung around for quite a while after the
with all the shiny new machines from Ultra-Tec
presentation until our friends from Old Pueblo
throughout the week and he also had a number
who had to be back at the crack of dawn had to
of supplies available.
lock up.
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John Garsow, Farooq, Monica Stephenson, New
Era Gems, and Justin Prim, David Smith, and Sun
Summit Sunstone mines. We gave away rose
quartz, tanzantite, sapphires, gold beryl and
much more to those attending the presentations.
Thanks to Jon Rolfe for donating a Gearloose
polishing kit for our raffle – the winner was very
happy!

David Smith from Faceters Paradise in Tucson and
newly elected USFG board member set up shop
with all the shiny new machines from Ultra-Tec
throughout the week and he also had a number
of supplies available.

A special thanks to Dave Richardson who was our
host with the Old Pueblo Club in Tucson. Dave
really did everything possible and more to take
care of us!
We thank everyone who took part in the event
and made it a success and we’re already planning
and looking forward to 2023!

Door prizes were provided by our presenters and
friends including the Dust Devil sunstone mine,
Don and KeAloha Johnson, Ernie and Dedi Hurni,
© The United States Faceters Guild, March 2022
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A Faceting History Research Roadtrip

For the duration of 2022, lapidary historian Justin K. Prim is travelling far and wide across America to
uncover the previously untold history of American gem cutting. Last year, Justin released his first
book, The Secret Teachings of Gemcutting, and is currently working on his next book, which will be a
history book as opposed to a design book. The book and its companion documentary will be called
Pioneering the American Faceting Movement.
Throughout the course of the year, Justin will
be travelling all across America, from
Portland, Maine to Charlotte to Chicago to
Seattle to Los Angeles, and nearly everywhere
in between. He will be visiting as many
lapidary clubs, libraries, and museums as
possible to track down ancient gems, ancient
faceting machines, ancient books and
documents, and ancient gem cutters.
Justin needs your help! If you are a member
of a club that has faceting machines from
before the 1950’s please contact him. If you
or someone in your club is a faceter who has
been faceting since the 1970’s or before,
please contact him. If your club is in
possession of hand written or typed letters
from one faceter to another, especially from before the 1950’s, please contact him. Justin’s email
address is justinkprim@gmail.com. He is currently setting up appointments with clubs and cutters
for the second half of 2022. He is bringing video equipment to interview cutters with old stories for
the documentary he is working on. Justin is also looking for rare faceting machines for his Museum of
Faceting Technology. He has a small budget to purchase antique machines and is also accepting
donations. For more info about the faceting museum, please visit www.justinkprim.com and click on
Museum at the top.
© The United States Faceters Guild, March 2022
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Faceting Your First Ten Gemstones:
Practice, Practice and Practice
by Mark Oros

How does a new facetor best learn the craft and art of faceting gemstones after faceting their first
gemstone? There are great books, manuals and videos that tell you how to facet your first gemstone.
I give four-day lessons where the student facets two gemstones in my studio as well as Zoom lessons
where the student cuts one gemstone. These work well for understanding the process of gemstone
faceting, but where does one go from there? How does one develop great gemstone faceting skills?
This listicle is meant to help beginning facetors progress during the first ten weeks of faceting, solving
common problems and providing tips that I apply to my daily gemstone faceting.
After learning how to cut your first stone with a teacher and attempting to cut a stone alone, things
may not go as well as in the lesson. Understand that gemcutting is a trade and like many trades,
there is a learning curve. Gemstone cutting is still considered a guild in may parts of the world and
has a progression from apprentice, journeyman to master. In a guild or studio, the apprentice
gradually learns the craft by taking small steps and repeating the skills over and over again. It is by
measured advancement and practice that the skills develop, and one achieves their gemstone
faceting goals. Here are my recommendations for my students when they get home, set up and are
ready to start their faceting journey.
1. Monitor your progress, each gemstone that you facet should be better than the pervious one.
Your skills will develop over time and as long as you are progressing by making better gemstones
with each effort, then you are moving in the right direction. Even today, my personal motto is,
“Every gemstone needs to be better than the last.” This keeps me actively developing and refining
my faceting skills.
2. Practice, practice and practice. Gemstone faceting is a skill that needs time to develop. It is not
unlike learning creating a stain glass window, throwing a clay pot, or painting a picture, one must
develop their skill set through practice and refinement. Louis Comfort Tiffany, Peter Voulkos, or
Georgia O’Keeffe did not turn out masterpieces on their first tries and neither will you. It takes a
minimum of seven to twelve gemstones to start to understand and work through the issues of
basic gemstone faceting.
3. Start with 10 mm rough gemstones. This size allows for you to see what you are doing. It’s not so
large that it takes a long time and not so small that the gem the will disappear if you make a
mistake. I recommend using light smokey quartz because it is easier seen than clear quartz and is
(Continued on page 12)
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inexpensive. If you want to see where you have faceted during the process, cover your gemstone
with pencil between cutting laps.
4. Advice and recommendations will come from many sources. Like any opinion that someone gives
you, including mine, what you read, see and hear from other faceters can be either right or wrong
for you. Beware of the individual that is adamant about their way being the only way. Your
faceting journey is about finding your own way. What works for others may not work for you.
Also, do not spend too much time reading books, stalking user groups, and watching videos.
Balance your time wisely making sure that you spend most of your time cutting. The only way to
learn to facet is to facet. Today’s information generation tends to over-study and analyze rather
than practice and perform. Of course, if you are waiting for your equipment to show up, go ahead
and read Tom Herbst’s book a couple times through.

5. Many new faceters find it helpful to keep a journal for tracking failures and successes.
6. Start with simple round brilliant designs and progress to harder designs as you improve. Don’t
overstep your progress by taking leaps. Baby steps are fine for your first ten gemstones. I highly
recommend this book for your first five gemstones. It is the book that I did my first five
gemstones: “Learn to Facet the Right Way" by Jeff Graham.
7. You need to trust your faceting machine. Many times I talk to a beginner and owner of a new
ULTRA TEC faceting machine and I will hear them blaming the faceting machine or laps for their
problems. These folks have only cut one to three gemstones. The machine is most likely not the
problem. The problem is that they are a neophyte. It is a simple matter of them not having put in
the time to learn the craft yet. ULTRA TEC is my faceting machine of choice. I not only highly
recommend them, I also sell them and help new facetors put together their equipment, supplies,
and rough gemstones to get started faceting. When you buy a good faceting machine, trust it to
do its job while you learn yours.
8. In a sense, all faceting is doing is taking out larger scratches with smaller scratches up to the
polished state. It is very important to look at your gemstone facets and make sure that previous
lap scratches are being removed while you meet and align your facets. My students tell me they
hear about faceters skipping laps/grits and taking shortcuts. I have never seen the advantage to
this method. I believe that each lap/grit takes you on a gradual path to facet alignment and
polish. To skip a lap/grit is to deny yourself of the benefit that lap has in the faceting process.
Skipping laps/grits can wear out laps and limit you precision and make polishing a chore. Here
again, there are different opinions, but I suggest that you don’t skip laps until you are confident
with your faceting and satisfied with your finished gemstones. Shortcuts are best taken by those
that know the terrain.
9. Watch what each lap is doing to your facets. Make sure that the laps are clean and not
contaminated and are taking out scratches and not putting larger ones in to your gemstone. It is
very common for a new facetor to think that the scratches were left from the previous lap when
the lap they are using needs to be cleaned.
10. Your girdle, pavilion girdle facets and crown girdle facets are the foundation for your gemstone. It
is from these initial tiers that the rest of the gemstone is aligned in meet-point faceting. I find it
useful to go around these tiers two or three time on each lap (excluding pre-polishes and polish)
(Continued on page 13)
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in order to set the foundation for all other facets. It takes a little longer to go around the tiers
again, but it saves me time putting in the following facets.
11. Take care of your faceting machine, laps and workspace and they will take care of you.
12. If you have a problem that keeps repeating itself, stop and ask for help in identifying the source of
the problem. There is a wonderful set of facetors in our community that would be happy to help.
The only question unanswered is the one not asked. When in doubt, ask about.
13. Don’t hurry the dopping process. Make sure the dop and gemstone have significant surface area
contact. Make sure the surfaces are clean and oil-free. Let the glue set overnight.
14. When buying rough, I recommend that you start slowly and cautiously, and learn about
purchasing rough to prevent costly mistakes. Ask your colleagues for rough dealer
recommendations. Make sure the rough dealer has a return policy. Inspect your rough upon
receipt and acknowledge your satisfaction or disappointment with the rough dealer the same day
as receipt. If a deal seems too good to be true from an unknown seller, be wary.
15. Set realistic expectations and goals for your learning period. Try to facet as much as possible right
away so you can get some momentum going and start feeling proud of your faceting. There may
be times that you have to step away from the faceting machine because of frustration. Come back
with a clear head and relaxed state to put you back into the groove. Remember, your first ten
gemstones are practice. They don’t need to be perfect and you don’t have to spend a lot of time
on each one. Keep the queue moving while you learn your craft. Wait until you create a gemstone
that you are proud of before showing it off. Above all, enjoy your faceting journey.
Mark Oros is a gemcutter, lapidary instructor and owner of the Hashnu Stones and Gems LLC.
www.instagram.com/hashnustones
www.hashnustones.com
Editor’s Note: Mark’s article has also been published by ULTRA TEC and the Australian guild.
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The Mystery of the Cape May Diamond
By Art Knapp and Jeff Theesfeld

While exploring the site of a lost, mid-1600s tavern, in Old Cape May County, New Jersey, I came
across the most amazing treasure. I was scanning the site and noticed a repetitive glimmer in the
distance. I walked up to, what looked like a diamond, sitting in the newly turned soil. Amongst other
artifacts was a fairly large, clear, cut gemstone. It was pure excitement picking this gem off the
ground.
The site contained several other items. Buttons, emboldened with Freemason emblems, as well as
coins, could be found near the gem, which indicated some sort of historical significance. Several
questions came to mind;
How old must this gemstone be?
Where could it have come from?
What is its historical significance, and
How valuable could it be?

(Continued on page 15)
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The Cape May Diamond with Freemason Buttons

A Spanish Cob found by Art Knapp at the same site as the Cape May Diamond
With King’s monogram circa 1623 to 1653

My first thoughts were that this gem could be Diamond! In its uncleaned state, I could tell that there
was a lack of dispersion. It did not display the many sparkling colors of a diamond. It looked more
like clear Topaz, Beryl (Goshenite) or perhaps even, clear quartz. Once cleaned, it was found to
contain fine, threadlike inclusions.
Upon further area research, Cape May is known for producing some fantastic, clear Quartz crystals,
primarily found at the coastline. These gemstones are cleverly called “Cape May Diamonds”
(Continued on page 16)
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With some help from the US Faceters Guild, I was able to determine that the cut, while similar to a
“Standard Round Brilliant”, had some features of older European cut designs. Although it has a
round cut, it is more like a Portuguese cut, with a distinctly rounded girdle, and an unusual cut-culet.
The cut-culet is very reminiscent of several famous diamonds, such as the Regent, the Bazu, the Beau
Sancy, most of the Cullinans, Le Grand Mazarin, as well as the Hope Diamond (and its father the
French Blue Diamond). One peculiar distinction is that it has rare 10-fold symmetry.

Various angles of the “Cape May Diamond”

There are several possible origins of the Mysterious Cape May Diamond. The most probable, and
inglorious suggestion, is that it is simply another Cape May Quartz gemstone, cut very recently by a
local faceter, then dropped in the vicinity of this lost tavern site. This possibility would suggest the
gem was cut in the last 20 to 50 years, and it is recent. I do not think this is the case because of the
(Continued on page 17)
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Le Grand Mazarin and the French Blue Diamonds with distinct cut-culets.

depth of burial, and the proximity of the gem to other known, dated artifacts. Additionally, I found
out that the cut-culet design has not been popular for the last couple hundred years.
Another possibility is that it found its way into the lost tavern site by way of some sort of
merchandise trade. Perhaps this was an item of portable wealth, or even a status symbol of its long
past owner?
The most romantic theory I can imagine is the personal ownership of the gem by a local man or
woman about to give this gem to a significant other. This is a very intriguing possibility, because that
would suggest the owner was in the process of getting a mounting designed to hold this rare
gemstone.
Jeff Theesfeld helped me investigate the design of this gem and created his own version of “The Cape
May Diamond. I found a beautiful piece of Cape May Diamond material, at Sunset Beach, and he cut
a replica of this gem. It is quite attractive, as is shown in the following images.
The replica cut is provided in this USFG Newsletter. The original gem, “as-found”, is 10-fold
symmetry, and would require an 80 or 120 index. You could cut a similar design, but with 12-fold
symmetry on a 96 index.

(Continued on page 18)
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Cape May material “On-the-dop”

Cape May Diamond (Quartz) rough,
found at Sunset Beach, Cape May, NJ
by Art Knapp

A unique “Cut-Culet”

Roughing in the crown
Jeff’s completed replica
(Continued on page 19)
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Check out the following links for additional information about ”Cape May Diamonds”.
•
•
•

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cape_May_diamonds
https://www.capemay4u.com/cape-may-diamonds.html
https://www.pennlive.com/life/2019/08/cape-may-diamonds-the-legend-and-the-factsabout-the-jersey-shore-gems.html

If you are interested, natural Cape May Diamond rough can be sourced locally from area souvenir
vendors. You might also try walking the seacoast at Sunset Beach on the Cape May peninsula to find
some rough. Once cut, the rough produces bright, clean gemstones.
We both wanted to share this gemstone with the USFG community and solicit ideas about other
possible origins of this very peculiar find. We will start a forum discussion about this gem, so look on
the USFG website for additional information. Art Knapp can be reached there if you have ideas, or
questions. Art loves talking about his special “Find”. Help us continue to solve…..

The Mystery of the Cape May Diamond

Art Knapp can be reached at aokart58@verizon.net.
Jeff Theesfeld is the USFG Historian, and he can be reached at theesfish@msn.com
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NQR Round
By Tony Collins

The idea for this design came from the term “Not Quite Right.” I was looking at a design I had done a
while ago for a friend and fellow member of the Victorian Facetors Group. He is a top notch
professional bespoke facetor, and he likes the challenging designs I prepare for him. This design
became the NQR Mind Swirl which is available on Gemologyproject.com

Thinking further on the idea of something that doesn't look quite right: in orientation, in shapes and
in meets; the main NQR design came. I was aiming to make something that would exercise the mind,
some not technically hard, but mentally hard. The lines don't always go where you expect, and the
shapes and "twirl" lead your eyes off track. On the computer screen there is always a urge to turn the
design, searching for a "bottom" or level of the design. But once at a level you eyes start follow other
lines, other levels. The design is symmetrical, it just doesn't look like it.
(Continued on page 22)
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And of course, I am not the first to do designs like this. John Bailey's Lightning*, or going even further
back to the Zig Zag Emerald by James Lynn both have similar features to the NQR's. I found these
after I started this line of designs, of course.

* The full diagram for Lightning was provided by John Bailey to include. See addendum
I tried to start cutting the original, but life and lack of suitable rough limited my choices, and I did
start it, but then life stomped on that hard. I did design some rounds and squares with the NQR idea
(Continued on page 23)
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and that is where this NQR Round came from. The squares are stuck in development, the pavilion
sequence won't work with the shapes I like. I'll finish them, and the original one day.
Now the other confusing thing is the rotation, "twirl" or Twist" of the facet shapes around the design.
Not long ago, there was a competition here (in Australia) where there was a design which had a twirl,
and a competition condition that basically said "gem must look like the diagram." Well, some didn't
realize the effect of their machine’s index wheel rotation direction. You can guess what happened to
those entries.
I know my machine (a Halls) rotates in a different direction to the major software, and so If I cut a
design with a twirl, it will come out "rotating" in the opposite direction. So looking at the design and
the stone in progress, I had to keep this effect in mind, really exercising the grey cells.
Cutting this design is not too difficult if you concentrate. Being mindful of the rotation and focusing
on the meet point stated in the instructions. Cut to that or those meet points, don't worry what the
other end of the facet is doing. The pavilion is straight forward — just cutting either to the TCP, PCP
of G1G1 meets.
The crown is the harder bit. C1,C2,C3 are simply leveling the girdle. C4 you cut to meet the girdle and
the C1C2 meet, marked red on this diagram:

The other crown facets are cut to the stated meets and meet as shown in these diagrams.

C5

C6

(Continued on page 24)
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C8

C7

Table

I gave this design to another mate, Cliff from the “Vintage Time” YouTube channel, and he attempted
to cut it in Synthetic Sapphire. But the designs and rotation issue led him astray. So he polished his
mistakes. Still looked good. I cut it in clear CZ and it turned out great, even though I did a couple
extra facet due to index mistakes. Still came out amazing. Cliff has since re-cut in Madeira quartz ,
which turned out very nice. You can see the Madeira one at Cliff’s YouTube channel (https://
www.youtube.com/user/cliffsearch), and my CZ version on my YouTube channel (https://
www.youtube.com/c/TonysGemDesignswithGCS).
I hope you have fun cutting this. This is two others at the GemologyProject.com, the simpler NQR
Round B, or the much harder NQR Mind Swirl. Eventually I will test cut the original and the squares
when I work them out.
Have fun!
Tony
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Simple Faceter’s Math
Relax. Don’t Panic, it really is very simple!
By Chuck Gartmann
Most of us are well past our school days. Some of us haven’t used much of the math we
learned back then, so a review is worthwhile. For experienced cutters it’s a review, but for
those new to faceting it may also be very new information. Each faceter should calculate all
of these values for each stone they cut. I’ll start with the expressions we see on our average
cutting diagram, see Figure 1. Nearly all of these are ratios of associated measurements for

the final cut stone size, usually beginning with letters L/W where L= length and W= width.
Note all of these values can be used for rough evaluations as well; “Is there enough rough to
cut the given pattern?” The remaining letters are C=crown, P=pavilion, H=height (table to
culet), T=table and G (if given) =girdle. For competition stones the final size is stated, usually,
given by Final Size or more commonly W=10 or 12 millimeters. Note x represents
multiplication and / represents division for all of these ratios.
Solutions for the unknown values are as follows. Starting with those related to W. For
example, using W=12mm we are able to solve for length by a simple math
manipulation. Remember, any number divided by itself, 12/12 always = 1. This applies to
letters as well, so remember W/W= 1. Forward from this point it’s simple multiplication and
division operations. Knowing this we can re-arrange the ratios to solve for an unknown value
(Continued on page 27)
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such as length. Note all solutions for the remaining letters in the first paragraph follow this
solution re-arrangement.
Remember what is done to one side of the = sign is always done equally on the opposite side
of the = sign, whether it’s multiplication or division as in these solutions. If L/W = 1.25 (as an
example), multiply each side by W which yields:
L/W x W=1.25 x W, so L x 1(W cancels out) =1.25 x W; if W=12, then L=1.25 x (12), solving for
L results in L=15.
The % symbol is short for percentage in the following example. The girdle thickness, if not
given, can be “estimated” starting with C + P giving you an estimated H. Then by multiplying
C + P by: 0.01 (in decimal format), 0.02 (decimal format), or finally, 0.03 (decimal format) or
more you get a girdle % number. This calculated number represents the % thickness of the
girdle value relative to H (crown to culet), sometimes referred to as depth. It’s your choice
for how thick you want your girdle to be based on as a % of H. Now add this calculated
number for your estimated girdle thickness to the result of C + P to arrive at an “estimated
H.” This final value represents height H (depth) from table to culet plus the calculated girdle
estimate.
Next, we will consider critical angle. The
critical angle is not always given in the
cutting instructions, but R.I. (refractive
index) usually is. The R.I. or critical
angle of your gemstone can also be
found in the literature or on the
internet if you know your gemstone
type. Critical angle has a profound
affect on the light performance of all
cut gemstones. So you do not want to
cut facets below this angle. If you do,
all your work may end up as a “fisheye” stone with no sparkle! The Critical Angle equation is
given as

Sine of the critical angle, A= 1/R.I.
where R.I. is the refractive index of your gemstone. R.I. can be measured with a
refractometer, found on the internet or in literature more easily than critical angle. If you
have the “sine of the critical angle”, as given by 1/R.I. above, the critical angle can be simply
gotten from standard trigonometry tables under the sine heading, see Figure 2. For quartz,
the R.I. is = to 1.54, but may range from 1.54 to 1.553. Using 1.55 and applying the Sine A
equation, 1/R.I. or 1/1.55. The
division is performed yielding the critical angle sine = 0.6451 for quartz. Check Figure 2 to
look it up under sine column, the value 0.6451 falls in the yellow hi-lited area between two
values. Between 0.6428 and 0.6561, it is much closer to 0.6428 so we pick the critical angle
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as 40 degrees for quartz. A graphical explanation of critical angle can be seen in Figure 2a.
After the first bounce of the light ray in the pavilion, the light ray goes below 40 degrees with
the second bounce. Too much light escapes with the second bounce in the pavilion when the
critical angle becomes less than 40 degrees. The result is less light return through the crown
thus less sparkle!

For those dealing with cut stones it might raise the question of “What’s the Carat Weight?”
Again, there are equations that can be used to estimate the carat value of loose or set stones
based on the shape of the cut. If you lack a handy carat scale, just pick a matching shape
equation. Note these equations could be adapted to estimate rough carat weight as well.
S.G. in all of these equations represents specific gravity.
ROUND stones
Diameter squared x depth(H) x S.G. x 0.0018 = carat wt.
OVAL Faceted Stones:
Length x Width x Depth(H) x S.G. x 0.0020 = carat wt.
Emerald Cut Faceted Stones
Length x Width x Depth(H) x S.G. x 0.0025 = carat wt.
Square Cut Faceted Stones
Length x Width x Depth(H) x S.G. x 0.0023 = carat wt.
Marquise Cut Stones (Navette)
Length x Width x Depth(H) x S.G. x 0.0016 = carat wt.
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Pear Cut Stones
Length x Width x Depth(H) x S.G. x 0.0018 = carat wt.
Square Cushions: (average corner meas. & belly meas. for Diameter)
Diameter Squared x Depth(H) x S.G. x 0.0018 = carat wt.
Rectangular Cushions: (average L & W for diameter)

Diameter Squared x Depth(H) x S.G. x 0.0022 = carat wt.
Square Step Cut stones: (average both meas. for diameter)
Diameter Squared x Depth(H) x S.G. x 0.0023 = carat wt.
Rectangular Step Cut stones
Length x Width x Depth(H) x S.G. = 0.0025 = carat wt.
These equations can be found on various websites on the internet. Finding the cutting angles
of a faceted gemstone is a topic for another article.
Continuing, there are 4 main measuring instruments used by faceters called calipers. These 4
calipers are available in brass, digital, vernier analog types and micrometers. Most faceters
are familiar with the first three but not always the last one. Micrometers are more correctly
called machinists micrometers, see Figure 3, and are not as well known or understood by
faceters. The instrument shown measures to the third decimal place in inches. Since faceters
work with metric numbers, conversion equations can be found on the internet or on your
calculator to change inches to millimeters. This one inch caliper is the most useful size for the
faceter. Reading one is quite simple.
Finally, referring to Figure 3a, you will see where the three decimal places are read, denoted
by the red arrows. The arrows 1, 2, and 3 mark the order inwhich the decimal values are
read and added together. Number 1 position represents the first decimal digit of 0.100;
followed by additional whole numbers 2 through 9. Number 2 is the second digit, read as
0.075 for this depiction. Note that the small lines between the whole numbers at numbers
1and 2 for example are marked in 0.025 increments on the sleeve with three of these lines
currently showing after number 1. So number 2 value is 0.075. Finally, number 3 reads the
third digit on the spindle in this example as 0.003. Adding these numbers up yields a value of
0.178 “thousandths of an inch.” A cautionary note! The steel measuring surfaces could
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damage your stone if not handled carefully. I suggest you lock your dopped and faceted
stone in a position that will allow you to use two hands to take a measurement. Rough can be
held in your hands. Always proceed with caution! These measuring devices can be sourced
locally at Home Depot Lowes, or on Amazon.
To conclude, a great source of information covering a wide range of faceting subjects is
available and entitled “Amateur Gemstone Faceting“ by Tom Herbst, 2014 Volumes 1 & 2; it
should be on your bookshelf. Answers to a great number of faceting questions are provided
within these volumes. They are available from Amazon.com.
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Cutting “Square is Sus” : A Test in Color Placement
By Arya Akhavan

There's an old myth in faceting that relates to flame-fusion
sapphires, the "rind" of color that they have, and how to orient
the material. Blue flame fusion sapphires, typically Verneuil
code #30-#35, have a dark blue "rind" on the outside of the
boule, and a white or pale-blue "core". Some other colors, like
purple (#60-#65) and even some of the Padparadschas (#50#59) have similar color zoning, but with different colors in the
core or the rind.
The myth says "if you put the rind in the culet, it'll "flood" the
stone with color and you'll get the best color out of the stone.
But that makes no sense when you do your pre-cutting color
analysis, something that a lot of cutters seem to just...skip doing. Draw or render your stone, place
your color zone in different locations, then draw a bunch of light paths and see where light passes
through the color zone. The best test to imagine is a completely clear stone with a sphere of another
color. If you place this in the culet, you'll get a small circle of color directly under the table and clear
color everywhere else. If you place it exactly in the middle of the stone, you'll get an even color
throughout.
For these flame fusion sapphires, if the rind is in the culet, and the stone is large or the rind is thin,
then all you'll get is a spot of the rind color directly under the table, and the rest of the stone will
show the color of the core. But, if you place the rind in the table, or in the crown? In that case, every
single light ray that enters the stone will pass through the color zone, giving you an even color. That
means that what you should actually do is orient the rind in the table, not what the myth says.
Phil Lagas-Rivera, owner of Alternatives Lapidary, put this to the
test with a blue flame-fusion sapphire in Marco Voltolini's
"Hanami" cut. He cut a 9mm stone with the rind oriented in the
culet, and found exactly what the color planning would lead you
to expect - a spot of blue directly under the table, with the
remainder of the stone being white.
I wanted to put this to the test, so I picked out a piece of #61
flame-fusion purple sapphire, with a rind of blue-purple and a
core of bright pink. I used the same boule and cut two pieces one with the rind oriented in the culet, and one with the rind
(Continued on page 32)
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oriented in the table. Both pieces were cut using my "Square is Sus" design, and were cut to 8.0mm
wide, with a 0.5mm thick girdle. For both pieces, I made sure to maximize the amount of rind
retained in the stone.

Rind in culet

Rind in table.

When you look at the stone with the rind in the table, you see a perfectly even blue-purple color.
(The photo is misleading - in real life, the stone is a perfectly even Siberian amethyst color.) When
you look at the stone with the rind in the culet, you see a very strongly zoned piece, with dark bluepurple directly under the table, fading to pink at the periphery.
I think this puts that myth solidly to bed. If you want the best color, put the rind in the crown.
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New Member Corner
Introducing Rana Levy

What is your name?
Rana, and I'm the owner of The Pacific Lights, an Etsy shop.
Where are you located?
In Kitsap County, Washington state.
How long have you been faceting?
I've been faceting on and off for 3-4 years now, but I have been much more serious the last 2
years.
When were you first introduced to the art of faceting?
I did not know anything about gemstone cutting until I needed stones to set in some silvery
wire jewelry I was making at the time (this was many years ago). I noticed a lot of the
gemstones I bought were not that great, and from a lot of internet searching I came across
the gemology project and the forums. I was amazed by all the types of designs and shapes
that could exist, and I was really amazed that people were having so many discussions about
how to cut them, how to optimize brightness, how different materials behaved, etc. I really
had no idea this hobby existed. I read as many posts as possible to learn as much as I could
before deciding I would try and take a crack at it.
Do you have a jewelry background? (If not, what is your background?)
I don't have any formal schooling or background in bench jewelry, but I started with making
items in silver wire to start before progressing to the items I'm making now. I was doing lost
wax and carving for a very short while, but a move to an apartment didn't allow me to do any
work like that, so I had to hire other jewelers or CAD designers to help me bring some pieces
to life. Now, I'm doing CAD on my own and learning the program, and I've had a lot of help
from a colleague Matthew. He's a design student and does amazing work with Rhino, I am
learning a lot from him.
(Continued on page 35)
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What is your favorite material to facet and why?

I love sapphire (natural or lab) because I find it really breezy to do and it seems to agree the most
with my hand pressure in terms of facet aligning. I am drawn to lab and obscure synthetics because
they're fun and interesting, and I love high RI materials like Strontium Titanate, Lithium Niobate, and
Moissanite. I think I am better known for having popularized the prism/X-cubes a couple of years
ago and those are also very fun.
Who has been the biggest influence on your gemstone faceting journey?
Phil from Alternatives Lapidary and Arya Akhavan are and have been my first biggest influences.
What is the best faceting advice you have received or your favorite faceting tip to give?
All the gem cutters I am in regular contact with are all incredibly helpful and give amazing advice. I
don't think I've ever been denied any knowledge in this community and that's why it's so great, The
Facebook groups primarily that are focused on the Facetron machine (David Riling, Sam from
CalamitySams and John B and a few others) have been the most valuable sources regarding
machinery and more - and if I was to give any advice it would know your machine inside and out! If
you know your machine really well you can overcome a lot of issues.
Is there anything you would like to say to your fellow USFG members?
Thank you all for fostering such a great community!
Rana also has some helpers when she is faceting! So we added some follow-up questions.

How many cats do you have?
I have 2 indoor cats, but then recently we've had a swarm of outdoor cats that seem to just hang
around and stay. One in particular is quite popular on my Facebook page! We named her Sooty and
she's a gorgeous long hair black cat with sass.
Do they approve of your faceting?
They don’t seem to really like my machinery or items for their intended use. They seem to want to
just lay on top of my rough and hoard it like small dragons.

Do they like to help?
One of the cats tends to sit underneath my chair when I'm faceting, and while he doesn't help he
does have a very nice calming effect!

(Continued on page 36)
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The feline members of The Paciflc Lights!

Look for Rana’s posts on Facebook and her work on Etsy! Thanks to her for participating.
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Resources for Gems, Faceting, Design and Materials
Organizations
US Faceters Guild
Accredited Gemologists Association
American Gem Trade Association

Education & Information
Amateur Gemstone Faceting: Faceting books and designs: http://www.facetingbook.com/index.html

Faceting Lessons available from Mark Oros: https://www.hashnustones.com/learn-to-facet.html
GRS (Gem Research in Switzerland): http://gemresearch.ch/
Gemological Institute of America (GIA): GIA (Gemological Institute of America) is offering one complementary
online lesson free on many subjects: https://www.gia.edu/gem-education/try-elearning
Gemology Information Videos: Gemlogic - https://www.youtube.com/user/gemlogicorg/
Gemology Project
History of American Gem Cutting by Justin K Prim (2 hours): https://youtu.be/TsNWYZxZwTQ
International Gem Society gemology resources: https://www.gemsociety.org/gemology/
The International Faceting Academy
PHYS.Org: For a wide variety of technical news including Optics: https://phys.org/physics-news/opticsphotonics/

Faceting Designs
Faceting Diagrams: http://www.facetdiagrams.org/database/
USFG Site with Diagrams: https://usfacetersguild.org/faceting-diagrams/
Gemology Project: http://www.gemologyproject.com/
A few of Tom Herbst’s designs: http://www.boghome.com/TomsPages/MyDesigns/index.html

(Continued on page 38)
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(Resources for Gems, Faceting, Design and Materials, Continued from page 37)

Lapidary Supplies*
Dop Stick Supplier: Roy Van Meter: https://www.facebook.com/roy.vanmeter.1?
sk=wall&fref=gs&dti=326226187513442&hc_location=group_dialog
Gearloose, LLC: Faceting Laps and Services, by Jon Rolfe - https://gearloose.co/
Kingsley North (Jim Perkin’s books): https://kingsleynorth.com/books.html?
The Rock Peddler (One can purchase Jeff Graham’s designs here): https://www.rockpeddler.com/

Facet Rough*
Creative Gems – Warren Harris: http://creativegems.com/
Hashnu: https://www.hashnustones.com
Intimate Gems: https://www.facebook.com/minedirect/
Joe Henley Rough: https://joehenleyrough.com/
John Garsow: https://johngarsow.com/
Lab-created and Synthetic Stones from RusGems: https://rusgems.com/
Milstead Gemstones: https://www.milsteadgemstones.com/
Mine Direct: www.minedirect.com
New Era Gems: https://www.neweragems.com/. Also check out Steve Ulatowski on Facebook—they have
great live sales.
Tom Schneider: https://tmsgems.com/
Unlimited Gems: https://www.unlimited-gems.com/

Software for Gemstone Design
Gem Cut Studio: https://gemcutstudio.com/
GemCad and GemRay: https://www.gemcad.com/

* USFG does not receive any renumeration from these vendors. They are listed as potential resources for
things you may need, based on the experience of some of our members. As with any purchase however, you
assume all risk. There is no warranty implied. All resources are listed in alphabetic order.
If you would like a link to be considered for inclusion in this list, please send it to editor@usfacetersguild.org.
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USFG Membership and Publications Information
Just a reminder: Update your email address!
To enable you to take full advantage of your membership benefits we may occasionally need to send
special notices regarding proposed changes or other Guild business. Please be sure to notify us of any
changes to your email address.

Member Dues, Application & Renewal
Please help us grow by encouraging your fellow faceters to join the USFG. Membership dues are an
incredibly reasonable $18 per year (USD) and are be paid via PayPal or a check made out to the USFG
Treasurer.
New Members – Become a new member by going to: https://usfacetersguild.org/become-a-member.
Once there, if you prefer not to use PayPal, you may scroll down the page and print a membership
form, enclose a check, and send it to our Treasurer at the address listed. The advantage to using
PayPal is instant access to the member sections of our website.
Renewing Members – Using your email or user ID and password, login to our website. Your
membership expiration date and the renewal button can be found at the My Account/Subscriptions
page. You will receive an email reminder to renew one week before your membership expires.

Please be sure to keep your email current. Email changes are especially important—that is our
primary means of contacting our members.
Questions about your membership should be sent to: membership@usfacetersguild.org

Newsletter Policy
The USFG Newsletter is published quarterly in March, June, September and December. It is available
on the USFG website to all paid members of the Guild. A notice will be posted to the website when
the newsletter is uploaded.
Submissions or correspondence concerning content should be sent to the editor at
editor@usfacetersguild.org
We are always looking for new ideas and contributions. If you would like to make a suggestion or
submit an article for publication, please e-mail the editor. Just remember, we are ALL volunteers, so
to allow sufficient time articles should be submitted 30 days prior to publication dates if possible.
Share your knowledge with your fellow members! We are all here to learn!
On the following page are format descriptions for contributions for use by the USFG in all articles and
publications that are desired for use by the USFG.
(Continued on page 40)
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(USFG Membership and Publications Information, Continued from page 39)

Specific text for protection of the USFG and other organizations sharing the information from the
USFG in their publications:
The USFG welcomes and encourages contributions to its newsletter and other published documents.
We are always looking for interesting and new contributions to share. Any contributions from other
published sources must be acknowledged by a declaration to the USFG that specific permission is
granted from the authors to use their material. The information written by USFG member
contributors is copywritten by the USFG but is released to the public.

Contributions should be submitted electronically to editor@usfacetersguild.org.

___________________________________________________________________________
The United States Faceters Guild (USFG), claims copywrite of specifically only the USFG created and
published and distributed articles and documents, such as this “UNITED STATES FACETERS GUILD
NEWSLETTER”. The released articles and documents are intended for the United States Faceters Guild
membership and are distributed to our paid membership. Other organizations’ or contributors’
copywritten articles published by the USFG with their permission are not included as USFG
copywritten material. If other organizations or contributors are not willing to release their
contributions to the public, these contributions will not be included in USFG publications or released
for distribution.
The following disclaimer is provided to encourage readers and authorized distributors to understand
the publications.
While this publication is the official organ of the (USFG), United States Faceters Guild, published
opinions and any information contained in articles republished from other publications by permission
are not necessarily those of the USFG or USFG officers. In addition, neither the USFG, nor USFG Board
of Directors or those acting as agents of the USFG, such as “UNITED STATES FACETERS GUILD
NEWSLETTER” are responsible for liability arising from errors, omissions or mistakes contained in all
published and distributed articles and documents and the readers are warned to proceed cautiously,
especially with respect any technical information or advice for which the USFG’s Board of Directors
and those acting as agents of the USFG publishes or provides, as such, the USFG does not warrant the
accuracy and disclaims all liability. Articles and materials from other organizations published by the
USFG are not those of USFG officers or agents.
Other organizations that wish to publish and/or distribute USFG’ specific content must gain written
permission with explicit statement of timeframe they are being granted for the other organizations’
us of USFG publication material. The other organizations’ published content, after granting, shall be
identified in such distribution by acknowledging the following language; “Provided by the UNITED
STATES FACETERS GUILD and distributed with written permission”.
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Officers, Board of Directors and Staff
Elections were held in January 2022, at our Annual Membership Meeting, for new Officers and Board
Members. Two year positions are Secretary, Treasurer and three Board Members.

Officers 2021

Past President/Advisor

President: Dan Lynch
Vice President: Kell Hymer
Secretary: Sherri Houston
Treasurer: Tom Halstead

Tom Mitchell

Board of Directors
David Smith
Doug Augspurger
Jason Delk
Ryan Quantz
Casey Trump
Dennis Anderson
Boyd Fox
Randy Carlson

John Bayer
William Wilkie
Dr. Vincent Bishop
John Cassity
Juris Peterson
Cal Thomas
Austin McThorn
Everett G. Brake
Jenny Clark
Jerry Newman
Jack B. Lewis
John Maine
Verner Tovrea
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Appointed Staff
Historian: Jeff Theesfeld
Editor: Steve Miles
SSC Judge: Ewing Evans
SSC Judge: Casey Trump
SSC Judge: Tom Mitchell
SSC Judge: John Lee
Stone Handler: Bill Poland
Museum Project: Bill Poland

Ralph Mathewson
Jack Gross
Richard Golden
Brian Maxwell
James Clarke
Robert Long
Jean A. Marr
Ernie Hawes
Al Balmer
Dennis Anderson
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Lightning-154
By John Bailey
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